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TEMPERATURE RELATIONS FOR A SAMPLE OF
L£'fHtsPECKLED TROUT, SALVELlNUS FONTlNALlSyO

INTRODUCTION

Lethal temperatures have been given quantitative assessment
. laboratory in various ways. Such measurements have been
In ::mperature reached before death when heated at a certain
thnstant rate (e.g. Huntsman and Sparks, 1924), the average sur-
~va1time at a given constant temperature (Loeb and Wasteneys,
;12), and the t~mperature at which a given percentage survive a
·ven length of time (Hathaway, 1927).

gt Whileall these indices are valid for physiological comparison
insofaras it may be presumed that identical material treated
identicallyin anyone of these ways should always give an identical
result,nevertheless no one of them can give a complete answer as
to the nature of the difference between groups which when treated
identically,behave in a different manner. These indices taken
singlyare still less satisfactory as laboratory measures designed to
predict the limitations natural conditions may impose on the
organism.

The range of any environmental factor in which life of an
Grganjam is possible at all may be divided into two zones. Within:am limits the animal can live indefinitely. We propose to call
th ZOne the zone of tolerance, and the levels demarcating this zone
bee upPer and lower incipient lethal levels respectively. At levels
a :::;d the z.oneof tolerance the organism will be able to exist for
1'he .: of tlm~ that will depend on the level of the lethal factor.
ofan ~ of time that an organism can resist the effects of a level
that fenVIronmentalfactor which is beyond its zone of tolerance for
~ ~:~ ~e. propose to call the resistance time. Applying these
ofa ZOn nltlOnsto temperature in particular we propose to speak
lethal t e of thermal tolerance bounded by upper and lower incipient
tentPer:nt peratures1 and a zone of thermal resistance beyond these
~res.
la:a~are e .
• • \\Fe Pr f qUlValent to the ultimate median tolerance limits of Doudoroff,
~ lie e ". not to use the word 'ultimate' since it has already been adopted

nse In the 'ultimate' lethal temperature (Fry, Brett and Clawson,

9



10 LETHAL TEMPERATURE RELATIONS OF SPECKLED TROUT

These definitions are of course but a restatement of facts whi
have been mentioned previously by many workers. However, th
does not appear to have been presented heretofore any case in wh'
these lethal effects of temperature have been given so complete
quantitative expression for a single species as we present here f~
yearling speckled trout.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experiments were carried out in May and June on yearla
fish obtained from the Codrington, Ontario, hatchery. The methei
employed were essentially those used previously by Brett (194\
1944) and Fry, Brett, and Clawson (1942) which in turn well
adapted from those used by Loeb and Wasteneys (1912)
Hathaway (1927). ~

Previous to determining the lethal effects of temperature ~
fish were acclimated to various constant temperatures. At I.
one day per degree temperature difference between the hold~
temperature and the acclimation temperature wa.s al~owed~
thermal adaptation. During the holding and the acchmatlOn pe
the fish were fed fresh liver. Ie

To determine the effects of a given temperature,. a s~rn: \J3
from five to ten fish was placed directly from the acchmatlO .of

into another thermostat maintained at the desired temper~\,
b d aIrThe water in these thermostats was aerated y compresse '!l~

. ., I' bv i t oduCl.changed either by siphoning and rep acing, or y m r el

f and 5continuous flow. The baths used were two eet ~q~are. altl
inches deep made of galvanized iron and coated inside wIth '", . d mal"num paint. Glass-covered electnc heaters were use to

-
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rature within approximately ± O.l°e. Experiments in
the. teJll; temperature was constantly changing were carried out

bicb same tanks but hot or cold tap water was run in as desired
in tb~ about the temperature changes.
to~~ime at which each fish died was noted. Contrary to the

.eus practice in our laboratory the experiments were not ter-
pte\1l0 bi . d si .. ted at an ar itrary peno since It was found that at some
I11iJJAperaturesall the fish would die although many hours might
tern Ii delapeebefore an~ morta It?' occurre. at al1.2 In general the experi-
ments were continued until the subjects were all dead or sufficient
time had elapsed for death to have occurred as determined by
extrapolation from results at higher temperatures. -

Various instances have been reported in the literature in which
a relation has been shown between the size of fish and their sensi-
tivitytoextremes of temperature (e.g. Huntsman and Sparks, 1924).
In these cases so far as the authors are aware resistance to heat
diminishesas size increases. Because of the existence of this rela-
tionship,records were kept in Our experiments of the weight of each
fishin relation to the order of death. These data are marshalled in
table 1.

TULE I.-Size of the trout used arranged in order of death. Values given are
number of fish in each size class.

11

Order Weight class grams
of 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0

death 3.9 5.9
7.9 9.9 11.9 13.9 15.9 17.9 19.9 21.9 23.9 25.9

1
2
a•Ii

11 16 7 4 2 5 1 0 0
'1 12 10 5 7 4 0 1 1
l) 16 9 5 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
+ 17 9 8 3 ~ 2 2 0 0 0 0
499 320000

Siaai 973501001
&canceof diff f f . . . .

~ •••48 erence 0 requency distribution III rows 1 and 5
Siani& >< 48 X 0.0047842 = 11.023 nl = 12 P = 0.5.

eance of d'ff fS I erence 0 means in rows 1 and 5
•• 4.472 N - 48 S- 09 2 - -- x = . 1 3 X6 - Xl = 1.673

1.673
~ o:9i2 = 1.83 nl = 94 P = 0.08.

off, 1945, has recently pointed this out for Iarine species.

Mean
weight
grams

7.12
7.74
8.27
7.66
8.60
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TABLE 2.-Comparison of the median survival time with the arithmeti
geometric mean survival times. The values given are the average C ,

• of \
expenments. '

Median AM ~. . G.M

Av. time min , 423.9
Cases greater than Median ..
Cases equal to Median .
Cases shorter than Median ..

---448.0 423.0
23 10
2 7
2 10------

Neither the chi square test for distribution nor the "t" test
the difference between the means show any significant differenQ
between the size of the first and the size of the last fish to die inot
experiments. This apparent conflict with the results in the 'Iit!!
ature is possibly due to the fact that all the fish in our sarnps
were of the same age, but the matter might profitably be investi
gated further.

As has been pointed out (Bliss, 1937), the temporal order]
which deaths occur in a population on which some constant lethl
factor is exerting its effect is a statistical problem and if the pro!,
derivative of time can be found the order will fit the normal cur1
of probability. As will be recalled, a property of the normal cur1
is that the median and the mean coincide. Using this property
a criterion it was found that the derivative of time which gave
normal distribution of the deaths was the logarithm. A dern~,
stration of this fact is given in table 2 where the geometric.~
arithmetic mean times of death are compared with median uo¢
obtained by interpolation. It will be noted in table 2 that
-arithmetic mean time was found to be much more frequently lo~
than the median time than shorter, while the geometric meall t
was shorter than the median time as frequently as it was loll:
Figure 1 also demonstrates the goodness of fit of the logaritb~
the time of death to the normal probability curve. On the basI
these comparisons the geometric mean mortality time baS
considered equivalent to the median mortality time and bas
calculated to represent it. All calculations of experimental
have also been centred about the geometric mean.

J.$1'IJAL TEMPERATURE RELATIONS OF SPECKLED TROUT 13
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FIOVIB 1.-Time-mortality curves for 20°C. acclimated fish exposed to various
Jetballevels of temperature, plotted as probits against log time. Probits
taken (rom Fisher and Yates (1943).

Where the time of death of one or more individuals was lost and
it W88 thus impossible to calculate the geometric mean, the known
pointe were plotted as probits against the logarithm of time and
the median obtained by inspection. The same procedure was also
followed when more than 50% but not 100% of the individuals died
before the experiment was terminated.

RESISTANCE TIMES 'IN RELATION TO LETHAL LEVELS

AND THERMAL HISTORY

iati!n orde~to determine the length of time that 50% of the popu-

of ~d withstand various lethal levels of temperature, the series
iUlIItra ents were carried out that are summarized in table 3. To
been te the relations between these values, figures 2 and 4 have

~red.
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FIGUaB a-Resistance times for various temperatures in the lethal range plotted
for mous levels of thermal acclimation. The lines drawn represent the
ftII'eBIion equations given in table 4 except that for the 3°C. acclimation
InwI which was drawn by eye.

In liJure 2 the median survival time is plotted against the lethal
~perature on semilogarithmic paper, a different symbol being

to each level of acclimation. a points are plotted where
10% DlOrtalityoccurred in an interval less than 20 minutes. These

. ~ded in order to avoid to some extent relying on data
tiIne (rom experiments in which a significant proportion of thetesn':-Y have passed before the subjects had been heated to the

tUreof the bath.

-U bydiapla~ed in figure 2 each array of points can be fitted quite
~tt:a~ght line, the two lines for the 24° and 25° acclimation

~ti C1dmg. The series of straight lines for the four lower
abiJi~ ?; le~els are parallel within the accepted limits of prob-
~ bic:

e
~mes fo.r t~e three upper levels of acclimation have a

dIffers sIgnIficantly from that displayed by the four
. The formulae for the regression lines plotted in figure 2In table 4.

*o
~



It will be noted that the lower ends of the regression line
figure 2 are terminated abruptly by two boundary lines, one rou
at right angles to the four lower regression lines and the other h
zontal. The regression lines have no meaning beyond those bo
daries because in the region beyond them 50% mortality does
occur no matter how prolonged the experience may be. The
dary lines thus separate the zone of resistance from the zone
tolerance and delineate the upper incipient lethal tempera~. O:~-----';------j-O-----1-00--C-F"-",,,J<JI<JV

Th 10 100 (G,r,lIoJ

(page 9) for the various levels of thermal adaptation. e T, me of exposure ,·nhours

section of the boundary rppresents the region where the upper ie. -Resista· f~ cia . nce time or Fundulus parvipinnis and Girella nigricans plotted
temperature increases in response to an increase in accliIll~. to~~~en by Doudoroff (1942, .1945). Values for Fundulus accli-
temperature, the horizontal portion, the ultimate upper inCf . have not been plotted SIncethey appear to be atypical.
lethal temperature, the temperature beyond which no increase. 0( extent to whi h he resi . .
lethal temperature results from further increase in accliIll3 Ptrat. IC t e resistance time at a given lethal level

ih-..' ure .IS dependent on the thermal history of the fish is
temperature (Fry et al., 1942). f ~ted 10 fig 4 hi h i d

Three features in figure 2, namely the parallel slopes 0 'Itlba.aJ ure W IC IS erived from values read off the
resistance lines over the region where the upper lethal tempera ~ ••• ~~I ~oted that the axes of the graph in which Doudoroff's data are
increases in response to an increase in acclimation temperatur:~ PaPers~illsomewhat di~erently from those of figure 3. Consultation
change of slope at higher acclimation temperatures, and the il·.~••.•..•;:"'IrI!1"'rth show that hIS method of computation differs slightly from

cC IhJef' e .same data treated in the two ways should give the same
'into the zone of tolerance at a lower exposure time at lower a . or resIstance The hori tal . f

f apPe .. onzon portion 0 Doudoroff's curves does
tion temperatures, also appear to be present in the data or ar without method of computation.

16 LETHAL TEMPERATURE RELATIONS OF SPECKLED TROUT

TABLE4.-Formulae for the regression lines describing the thermal res·
of yearling speckled trout acclimated to various temperatures and IIII
in Toronto tap water. (x is the temperature in deg. c., y is log f
minutes). llllt

Acclimation ~
temperature Formula zrslope uestilllate

°C.
---.."

24,25., .. y = 17.8467 - 0.5567x 0.0362 0.1631

22" .... ' y = 17.1967 - 0.5367x 0.0238 0.0500

20..... y = 15.0331 - 0.4661x 0.0269 ,
0.0500

15...... y = 15.1846 - 0.4833x 0.0269 0.0755

11.......... y = 14.6256 - 0.4728x 0.0277 0.0610

TEMPERATURE RELATIONS OF SPECKLED TROUT 17
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d Fundulus parvipinnis (Doudoroff, 1942, 1945).
~tf'~ata have been replotted in figure 3.3 It seems reason-
poucJotO I~ve that the similarity displayed by this careful work on
able.to ~~:slends support to the interpretation placed on the.
~ here for the speckled trout. The response of the goldfish
findiJlI8 ars to be the same (page 33).
aJsOappe
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18 LETHAL TEMPERATURE RELATIONS OF SPECKLED TROUT

regression lines in figure 2. In figure 4 resistance times are Pia
against acclimation temperatures for various lethal levels of t
perature. The proportional rate of increase in resistance r
attendant upon an increase in acclimation temperature 'W

appear to subside gradually until the acclimation level has rea
a stage where the upper lethal temperature approximates the
perature in question. There is then a sudden increase in rate

6 a 10 12. 1.04 :16 16 2.0·2.2. 2. 2~
Acd,mo~,on T."'pe •.oru•..•• °C.

FIGURE 4.-Resistance times for various acclimation temperatures plotted
various levels of temperature in the lethal range. Data taken frolll
regression lines in figure 2.

the resistance time quickly becomes infinite. At temperature 1
just above the ultimate upper incipient lethal temperature (~agt
this increase in rate begins but is suppressed, the rate of In
subsiding to zero. At considerably higher temperatures the. . 1)'
of sharp increase at the higher levels appears to be entire
pressed.

UPPER LETHAL TEMPERATURES

The percentage of fish which survive for a presumablY in~e3

period at various temperatures and for various levels of acch
!f1

h . . I' I tha.t1are given in table 5. Eac expenment invo ving ess

TEMPERATURE RELATIONS OF SPECKLED TROUT 19
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continued well beyond the time indicated for that
~titY was . I' . fi 2mon-:" h n the regressIOn mes III gure were extrapolated.

stadstlc ~ ~irne that each sample was exposed is given in table 5.
'fbe ~d' ussion of the upper lethal temperatures is continued on
Further lSC

page 20.

-Summary of experimental data relating to -upper and lower median
TAJI~~. t lethal temperatures. Values are per cent mortality, Figures in

jadplel1 ." t
brIIdtets are test times in mmu es.

- LowerUPI*' Acclimation temperature degrees C. test••
temp. temp.
-c, 3 11 20 22 24, 25 0c.

25.6 67(2070) 100(5040)
25.1 100(620)
25.0 0(2300) 0(5000)
K,7 17(1500) 0(2200)
K.I 30(1200)
kG 100(300 )
2U 80(1500)
aa ~(1900)
21.0 ~(2000) 0(1400) 0.0
IU 0(2000) 100(4300) 0.2

83(2900) 0.6
KIt.

upper
illcipi.t

IetIaaI
~p.-C. 23.4 24.5 25.3 25.3

LOWER LETHAL TEMPERATURES

o eJttensive .
1'!lI~ d series of lower lethal temperature determinations. --£le Out . . .

It •• below 0 smce preliminary work showed that for this species ,..
I'anae. It 0 C. throughout nearly the whole' of the biokinetic

as ;4:~only)ust above ?0c. when the acclimation temper-
.a0e h· ~mce the ultimate upper lethal temperature is

. t ere I id I I'. Such s eVI ent y ltt.le room for further loss of cold
data as were obtained are recorded in table 5.
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THERMAL TOLERANCE

The thermal tolerance of this population 'of yearling spec
trout is shown in figure 5 in the manner originally adopted for
goldfish (Fry et a., 1942). The area contai.ned by the trapeZOid
625 units, just about half the tolerance displayed by goldfish
similar age.

o
Jo')

a-E.
Q/ \D...1

a e 10 104 19 22 26
A c:.c"morlon Te1'T'lpeyot-uye

FIGURE 5.-Thermal tolerance of a sample of yearling speckled trout mea
in May and June in Toronto tap water. The dotted line indicates the

ar·
of Brett's (1941) data for another population of slightly older Y~e
measured in Opeongo lake water, and for further data (Brett ms.) but
sequently gathered on yearlings from the same source as our own,
necessarily of the same stock.

. s oIllyIn these trout the upper lethal temperature Increase .
. I' . t ature IIIdegree for seven degrees change In ace imation emper foc

trast with the slope of one in three found for the goldfish and

L TEMPERATURE RELATIONS OF SPECKLED TROUT
LJ1'flA

(Brett, 1944), and indicated by the data for Fundulus and
~d Doudoroff, 1942, 1945). A similar lack of marked change
~ ( lethal temperature in response to changes in acclimationoftbeUP;::e is displayed by the. minnow, Pfrille neogaea (Brett,
teJllpera Brett (1941, ~94~ ms.) gIv.esdata for othe~ populations ofl~l~ trout which indicate that III those populations the change
~ temperature with change in acclimation temperature was

in early of the order of one degree in lethal for three degrees in
::::ation temperature. The nature and extent of this difference

uirea thorough exploration.'
reelCoJDparisonof our data with Brett's shows that the ultimate
pperincipient lethal temperatures are of the same order, while at

a lower level of acclimation temperature the lethal temperature for
Brett'. samples is considerably lower than that found for our popu-
lationat a similar level of thermal adaptation. Thus the flatter
slopeof the relation between lethal temperature and acclimation
temperaturein the present case indicates a greater and not a lesser
thermaltolerance. Perhaps the ratio of change in lethal temper-
ature to change in acclimation temperature reflects inversely the
rateat hich thermal adaptation can take place.

The Ultimate upper lethal temperature of 25.3°C. (78°F.) is in
doe agreement with the maximum for this species commonly
accepted(by fish culturists and supports the conclusions of Embody
1921)and Ricker (1934).

21

Tna 10 DEATH IN CHANGING LETHAL LEVELS OF TEMPERATURE

to ~~ a matter of analytical convenience it may be desirable
the~ne the thermal resistance of an organism by measuring

of time a sample can withstand a particular constant
i..nUre, such data h~ve little ~r no direct application in the

lbo.it unl therma.l death III nature ISalmost certain to be brought
~ er changmg temperature conditions. Fortunately for all
~urposes at least, the relation between the time to death

•••. ditrerence b
••••••• etween our results and those of Brett does not appear to be

-,.e of the fi h . h .a_I' S since we ave now determined the thermal resistance--,ullaf I
Ion evel for a sample of our stock held for a further period of

tieand have found values concordant with our other observations
re older than the oldest on which Brett made his determinations'.



at a constant lethal level of temperature to that at changing Ie
levels is not a complex one. It appears to be the sum of the the
experience at each lethal level. This.was first pointed out by Ja
(1919).

In order to determine whether this relationship also held for
speckled trout, a series of experiments was performed in which
same sample was exposed in succession for various lengths of '
to two or more levels of temperature, each of which would he
mately lethal, and the time to death noted. The observed times
death were then compared with theoretical times calculated in
following manner.

It was assumed that the length of time a fish could exist at
given lethal level of temperature depended on the rate at w '
mortification" proceeded at that temperature, and that this rate
mortification was constant throughout the time necessary to bri
about the death of the animal. Thus if at a given temperature
fish could exist for 100 minutes, the rate of mortification waul
assumed to be 1%. per minute, and it would be taken that
of the condition leading ultimately to the death of the org .
would be brought about by the unfavourable temperature in
first 50 minutes, and the remaining 50% in the last 50 minutes,
the basis of this assumption then, what may be termed the mi
rate oj mortification at any lethal level of temperature is the
procal of the resistance time in minutes at that temperature, and
degree of mortification resulting from a given exposure to,
temperature would be the .minute rate of mortification multi
by the exposure time in minutes. If the animal were exposed. , h
known lengths of time to a series of temperatures for whiG
minute rates of mortification were also known, then the de~
mortification resulting from each exposure could be calculate

. . as 11
these fractions summed. When the total of the fractIOns W. h
the animal would have received a lethal dosage. In using this t

we have multiplied the reciprocals by 100 in order to use percell
rather than fractions. f

The experiments carried out to test this theory were 0

hi h an or'The term mortification is used here to mean the degree to w IC. t
di 1'" th pOintahas proceeded towards death. The me Ian morta ity POlOtIS e .

half the fish have achieved 100% mortification.

22 LETHAL TEMPERATURE RELATIONS OF SPECKLED TROUT TEMPERATURE RELATIONS OF SPECKLED TROUT 23
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..•..•e the fish were dropped into water at a given lethal
In so••• d contit perature and expose continuously to that temperature

le~oI.~ length of time. Subsequently the temperature was
fota" uddenly to another lethal level and maintained constantly
cb~Svel until death occurred or until another shift in temper-
at that e made. These steplike changes in temperature were used
~ture~t experiments. In the later experiments the temperature
an the~ continuously, a time-temperature record being kept
uotil the death of the animals~

T•••••• -Comparison of the length of time required to bring about death in,....unr speckled tr~ut exp?sed suc~essiv~ly to two or more lethal levels of
_perature for vanous penods of time With the theoretical resistance time.

Obs. time Theoretical time
Thermal experience to death to deathdc. min. min.

27.1,33 min to 26.3 till death 102 ± 18 107

26.3,60 min to 27.1 till death 112 ± 10 100

25.8,90 min to 26.1,40 min.
to 26.5 till death 190 ± 22 177

26.5,230 min to 28.0 till death 291 ± 16 281

27.0,125 min. to 28.0 till death 183 ± 20 179

128 ± 10 122

results of the t .
ti l' s ep expenments are summarized in table 6.

-'Q11! ",_'- C ICIa hmes to death under the experimental conditions
a culated . th f II .in t b as m e 0 owing example which is the first

a Ie 6 The di "·en . me Ian mortality time for each tempera-
ltate ~; :;:as calcula~ed f~om the appropriate regression line
~pl b erma! acclimation of the subjects (table 4). Thus
for th e elow, the fish were acclimated to 11°C and the
Itled.e regression line is log time = 14.626 -0.47'28 temp.

~ n/an mortality times for the temperatures used are
lUutes, and 26.3°C. 155 minutes. The fish were first
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exposed to 27.1°C. for 33 minutes which represents a theor .
mortification of 51%. It should then have taken an additionetlt~
minutes' exposure at 26.3°C. to bring the sample to the rne~.
mortality point, making a total time of 112 minutes for the \Vht~
experiment. The observed time to the median mortality point ~
102 minutes. The observed time lies within twice the stand~~
deviation of the theoretical time and thus within the ace:epted lilll~
of experimental error. III

Table 7 summarizes the results of experiments in which the trol
were in temperatures that changed continuously and steadily rat~
than by steps. Under these conditions the theoretical lethal expe~.
ence cannot be calculated quite as simply as in the step experimen:
although it is still an integration of the area under the time-mo~!
fication rate curve. Instead of calculating the theoretical time
death and comparing it with the observed time as was donei
table 6, the theoretical progress of mortification that would~'
accounted for in the observed time could have been calculated aJIi'
compared with the observed mortification of 100%. To returnb

'
the example these calculations could have been made as follo\1\!
The median mortality times at the temperatures used were
minutes at 27.10C. and 155 minutes at 26.3°C. The actual tim
spent at each temperature were 33 minutes at 27.1°C. and 69mi
utes at 26.3°C. These reprefent 51% and 45% mortification res
tively and together total 9&10. The observed mortification was
course 100% and the discrepancy between the observed and
expected result is~. The experimental error is 6%.

The calculation for the step experiment above amounts to
addition of two rectangles whose bases are the exposure times
each temperature and whose heights are 100 times the minute.
of mortification at each temperature. With a continuously chaO.. . tl
temperature following no formulated course, the mortification ~
curve is irregular and the area under it is not amenable to calcula .
by formula and in these cases was therefore found by co~n
squares. Figure 6 illustrates the method of calculating the ~
of mortification for the comparisons given in table 7. The 'Y"
of a piece of arithmetic paper is marked off in equal parts from..ficato 100 to represent the percentage minute rate of mortl. g
The 'x'vaxis is marked off in minutes. Points representln
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E 7 -Observed time to death in changing temperatures
TABL . compared with theoretical times.

~tion Obs. time Calculated Calc. timeThermal experience to 50% per cent to 50%~ture
mortality mortification mortality-C.

min. min.
-;-ature rise beginning within lethal level

A. r;:pe 25.0-30.0 in 25 min. 22.5 ±.9
982: i? 22.5

11 25.0-29.2 in 32 min. 29.9 ± .5 91 ±6 30.7
11 25.0-28.0 in 80 min. 79.6 ±.5 99 ± 3 79.6
11 25.0-28.0-26.0 in 77 min. *74 ± 3 101 ± 2 72.0

B. Temperature rise beginning at acclimation level
11 11.0-28.8 in 376 min. 365 ± 3 220 ± 30 347

24.0-30.0-29.0 in 130 min. 127 ±.5 154 ± 7 118
·By inspection from probits.
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mortification rate for lethal levels of temperature at degree
half-degree intervals are marked off and assigned to the approp .
lethal levels. In figure 6 this scale is drawn to the right-hand r~att
This scale of course changes for each acclimation level. SIde,

For a given experiment, a time-temperature curve is drawn
the time read off as each of the significant degree and half-de
intervals is passed. These temperatures and times are 'then Plo~
as in figure 6. A perpendicular is erected at the geometric rn
survival time and the area under the curve at that point found~
counting squares, the unit being one minute by one per cent rnortj.
fication. Areas and times were also found for 20' above and bel
the geometric mean time to give a measure of the experimen
error.

Only the first four experiments listed in table 7 are compara
to the step experiments listed in table 6. As before, each of th
experiments was begun by introducing the fish direct from
acclimation temperature into a bath at 25°C., a temperature
would be slowly lethal to them. This procedure was adopted
remove the possibility of undetermined thermal adaptation.
results of these experiments agree with the theoretical well wi .
the limits of experimental error and confirm the results of the s
experiments.

It may be of interest to note that the first three experiments
table 7 were designed to illustrate a phenomenon which has
remarked on in the past, namely that on heating an animal slo
the temperature attained before death takes place varies with
heating rate. Half of this generalization is given quantitative
pression in these three experiments. When the heating is st
at a temperature above the upper incipient lethal tempe~at
undetermined acclimation is ruled out' and the more rapid
rate the higher the temperature attained. The precise temperat
attained will be that at which the area under the time-temper;
curve assigned to the proper mortification rates reaches .
mortification. These three examples give a quantitative basls~1
only half the generalization because if the heating was begull

.

level below the upper lethal temperature acclimation occ
ll

during the thermal experience before the lethal temperature

ould not be accounted for by any data presented in this

~ the last t~O experiments listed in table 7 heating was begun
IJl acclimation temperature and allowed for the possibility of

a~tbermal adaptation as mentioned above before a lethal level
f reached. In the first of these, heating was begun from the base
~ture of 11°C. and ~bout four hours were passed before the
JOfIIlof temperature .expenence lethal to trout, acclimated to 11°C.,

reached. As will be seen, these fish did not die at the time
the death of trout acclimated to 11°C. would be expected, the

UDder the curve amounting to 220 instead of the expected 100.
, cWK:repancycan be explained by assuming that the thermal

~ between 11°C. and 24.5°C. resulted in the acclimation
01 fish to a higher temperature.

, nothing is proved by the process, it can be calculated that
•• iIlllUl'w.liltionlevel eq~ivalent to that attained at a steady temper-

of Just under 16 C. would provide the correct scale of recip-
to translate the experimental time-temperature curve into
mortification. This acclimation temperature can be derived

'cure 4, as f?llows. The calculated mortification on the basis
acclimation was 220, the theoretical value on the basis of

tlleCIIII:nI~tacclimation level should be 100. The time to death at
ethal level of temperature, say 27°C. when the trout are
to 11°C' 7 .at th . IS 4 mmutes, The actual time they would have

at temperature with their new level of acclimation would
L...._ 220 .
~n - X 74 - 163 . . .100 - rnmutes. The acclimation temperature

QuIdallow' .a resistance time of 163 minutes at 27°C. is 16°C.
-"_de of th~ fact that within the acclimation and the lethal

r ConSIderation th I .(firure 2) , e og time-temperatura curves for mor-
accr c~n be described by parallel lines, the resistance

t aU t~mlatlOnlevels of 16°C. and 11°C. maintain the same
t e ethal levels in I d Th f ..to rea . vo ve. ere ore nothing ISneces-

,_ SSIgnthe tem t .evr 160C . . pera ure POInts to reciprocals appro-
final . ac~hmatlOn rather than 11°C.

changIng tem t .ant . h pera ure expenment gave results which
tely ;;;~sd~llother data gathere? during the investigation.

iscrepancy was not discovered in time to repeat
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the experiment. The experiment performed was to warl11
acclimated to 24°C. from that tem perature at a rate of OneQt
per twenty minutes until a temperature of 30°C. was reached e
were then cooled at approximately the same rate until de~th
curred. The area under the curve when plotted as in fig
amounted to 154 instead of the expected 100. ull

While this experiment is similar to the previous one in that
rise in temperature was started from the acclimation tempera:
there is no reason to suppose from the data presented in figur
and 4 that any increase in resistance would take place during~
temperature experience before entering the lethal range.

A possible explanation might be the tempering effect, the I
ing of shock by introducing the animal gradually to the lethal r
However, Brett (1941) went to pains to demonstrate the absence•.•...•••••
any such effect in the very species used in these experiments. .

There is some justification for considering this discordant fin
to be an unfortunate accident and it ~i11 be considered s~ pen~i;~
further work. The temperature attained was one at which t4,~~:
elm at best live only a short time and this circurnstance could
to considerable error. Furthermore it will be noted in figure2
one sample of 24°C. acclimated fish lived at 29.5° more than
times as long as would be expected on the basis of the ge
regression line and one might expect another sample of similar
to do likewise.

edian mortal.ity ti~e, with ~o deaths resulting. The
~ J1l as then discontinued for it was evident that any
~~ : of the exposure on the previous day was not such as

e he survival time. Indeed since none of the fish had died
to

recfute
tht xpected median mortality time there is some hint of a..•.:.. e e

•••• 11'mationas a result of the previous sublethal exposure.in aCC

HEAT DEATH OF SPECKLED TROUT IN NAT,URE I

indebted to Professor A. G. Huntsman for a record of the
_th of speckled trout along with other species in the Pollet

•••• ~tcodiac rivers over the period September 12-16, 1942
tBu ]I",an, 1946).. A copy o~the stream temperat~re record taken

point covenng the period September 11-13 is reproduced in,.

THE ACCUMULATION OF LETHAL EXPERIENCE

Speckled trout exposed to lethal levels of temperature ill.n
are likely to be submitted to them repeatedly each day dunng
diurnal heating of the streams or perhaps in still waters d'l
nocturnal migrations to the shallows. These possibilities pO;n,
the need for determining whether sub-lethal exposure to lethal;
of temperature on one day would be added to a second expos_
the succeeding day. Only one experiment was performed tOe"
this possibility but the results from it were quite conclusive. 11

A sample of five trout acclimated to 20°C. was exposed t~C.
for three 'hours (60% mortification) and then returned to Z~(SI

22 hours. They were then subjected to 27°C. for five hO

Sept". 11 Sept. 12 Sept. 13

'-:-A transcription of part of the temperature record for the Petitcodiac
Ii\oen by Huntsman (1946). The horizontal dashed line indicates the

incipient upper lethal temperature of speckled trout. The shaded
above this line indicate the thermal experience that trout similar

IlarnPle would have resisted before undergoing a mortality of 50%
Iian acclimation temperature of 240C.

ing the trout acclimated to 24°C. before entering lethal
telllperature, speckled trout similar in behaviour to Our

Id have survived through September 11 and would have
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sample of this population acclimated to 20°C. ti . exposed to
~(lence ~moun I.ng to 60% mortification had ~reco

p1etely fro~ rhis experience within 22 hours after bein vered
cOfI! acclimatIOn temperature. g returned

to These laboratory findings agree closely ith
of speckled trout in nature given by Hu WtI a re(cord of heat

. n sman 1946).
o correlatIOn was found between size d d

I
I f an or er of death at

lethal eve 0 temperature in this grou of fi h .
the same age. p s which were

commenced to die about 3.00 p.m. on September 12. In tho
case at least our laboratory findings are in quite close agre IS

with conditions in nature. e

,..
These experiments, if the results are confirmed by further.

on other species, point the way to the reconciliation of the:
methods which have been used for describing the lethal effects
high temperatures on fish. The work recorded here is only
liminary and not only incomplete in that further data on Some
the points discussed would have been desirable but also because
pertinent section, rate of thermal acclimation, has been enf
omitted.

Further, if these findings are extended to a determination of
influence of age and the possibility of other influences explored,
would appear possible to predict from the laboratory findings
probable effect any course of temperature found in nature
have on a similar population, provided that other environm
factors were not influencing the result; or to make the statement
another way, to determine whether a given observation of mor
in nature could be ascribed to the effects of temperature alone.

SUMMARY

1. The lethal effects of high temperature on a population of
ling speckled trout have been resolved into two indices.

(a) The length of time that 50% of the population could
temperatures that would ultimately be lethal.

/ (b) The temperature at which 50% of the animals couid
presumed to exist indefinitely.

2. Each index was measured on a series of samples accl~
at temperatures of 3, 11, 15, 20, 22, 24 and 25 degrees Cent!

3. Lethal effects of low temperatures did not rise above
until the acclimation temperature had reached approximatelY u

4. The rate of dying in changing temperatures above theof
lethal temperature can be ascribed to the additive effect
thermal experience undergone at each temperature.
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ApPENDIX

THERMAL RESISTANCE OF YOU JG GOLDFISH (CA.1t4
SIUS A URATUS L.) AS I DICATED BY THE. DAT1\Op

FRY, BRETT AND CLAWSON (1942)

Doudoroff (1945) has recently raised the question as to whe~
a 14-hour period is of sufficient length (0 give a measure ofU.
thermal tolerance of fish. He demonstrated that this was cerj .
not so for Fundulus parvipinnis and Girella nigricans. Unfortunate!)
he was not able to form any opinion regarding the goldfish, sinct
Fry, Brett and Clawson (1942) did not publish their data in a f
that would allow him to determine at what experimental time~
upper lethal temperature became stable.

In order to remedy this deficiency, we have taken the liberty]
the absence of Brett and Clawson of retabulating the originald
on the goldfish in the form used by Doudoroff (table 8). These
are also illustrated in figure 8.

TABLE 8.-Per cent survival of young goldfish at various high temperatures
relation to acclimation temperature and duration of exposure.

Accl. Number Test Duration of exposure Medial
temp. of temp. hours survival

°C. fish °C. 0.5 1 3 6 12 24 timeJDil.----
41 5 42.0 100 100 100 20 0 0 240

40 8 41.5 100 100 100 63 0 0 500

38 4 43.0 25 0 0 0 0 0 25

8 41.5 100 75 50 0 0 0 130
8 40.0 100 100 100 100 100 100

Median survival temp .. 42.4 42.0 41.5 41.0 41.0 41.0 °C.

0 0 0 0 0 30
32 5 41.0 40 85

5 40.0 100 80 0 0 0 0
8 39.0 100 100 88 63 63
8 38.0 100 100 100 100 100 100

Median survival temp .. 40.9 40.0 40.2 39.3 39.2 39.2 -c.

24 10 37.0 10 10 10 10 10
5 36.0 100 100 80 80 80

10 35.0 100 100 100 90 90
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36.6 36.6 36.2 36.2 36.2 °C.

12 12 12 12 12 12
100 100 88 88 88 88
100 100 100 100 100 100

33.8 33.8 33.7 33.7 33.7 33.7 -c.
25 25 25 25 25 25
86 86 86 86 86 86

30.8 30.8 30.8 30.8 30.8 30.8 0c.
5 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 40 40 40 40 40 40
7 1 died but time not recorded.

:1<! 24
'T'rne oF' expoSu'e In houl"'s

erlllal .
t reSIstance of the goldfish as illustrated by the original data

and Clawson (1942). Plotted from the data in table 8.
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The data in the zone of resistance are somewhat scanty b
as they are they point to the same type of behaviour as hUt
demonstrated for Girella nigricans, Fundulus parvipinnis aa

s

velinus fontinalis. It is particularly interesting to note tha~d
Girella and Soloelinus, the goldfish continue to show an iner aa
resistance after the plateau of tolerance has been reached~ast
striking feature about the goldfish data is that the zone of resi
is tremendously curtailed in this species in comparison with

s

others cited. Even at acclimation levels of 40°C. and 4l°C
zone of tolerance appears to be entered within 24 hours and~
acclimation level of io-c. within something of the order ofhall
hour.

It appears from figure 8 that, with the exception of acclim
levels of over 38°C., the 14-hour period adopted for the dete .
tion of the upper lethal temperatures of the goldfish was ample.
may be concluded therefore that the values given by Fry, e/ ai,
the upper lethal temperatures of the goldfish represent the'
of tolerance up to an acclimation level of 38°C. Their interpre
of the limit of tolerance at acclimations above that level would
seem to be correct.

Unfortunately in determining the lower lethal temperatwt
record was kept of the mortality by stages, and it is possiblethai
temperatures given may be slightly lower than would have r
from a more extended experimental period.
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